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The subje t of graph embeddings deals with embedding a
nite point set in a given metri spa e by points in another target metri
spa e in su h a way that distan es in the new spa e are at least, but not
too mu h more, than distan es in the old spa e. The largest new distan e
to old distan e ratio over all pairs of points is alled the distortion of the
embedding. In this paper, we will study the distortion dist(G; H ) while
embedding metri s supported on a given graph G into metri s supported
on a graph H of lower hara teristi , where the hara teristi (H ) of a
graph H is the quantity E V + 1 (E is the number of edges and V is
the number of verti es in H ). We will prove the following lower bounds
for su h embeddings whi h generalize and improve lower bounds given
in [10℄.
{ If jGj = jH j and (G)
(H ) = k, dist(G; H )  gk 1
{ If (G)
(H ) = k, dist(G; H )  gk3 4
Further, we will also give an alternative proof for lower bounding the
distortion when probabilisti ally embedding expander graphs into tree
metri s. In addition, we also generalize this lower bound to the ase
when expander graphs probabilisti ally embed into graphs of onstant
hara teristi .
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The subje t of graph embeddings deals with representing a nite point set in
a metri spa e by points in another target metri spa e in su h a way that the
distan es only in rease, but not by too mu h. On e a given metri spa e an
be approximately embedded into a metri spa e that is easier to deal with, one
might get approximate solutions to problems whi h appeared to be hard to deal
with in the original metri spa e. For a ni e introdu tion to to this area refer to
[7℄, [6℄ and [1℄.
This approa h has been su essfully adopted in several problems. One example would be for lustering points: here, one ould embed the points at hand
into some metri spa e su h as the `2 -spa e and try geometri algorithms that
are already well known. Another example is bandwidth approximation. The rst
non-trivial approximation algorithm for bandwidth approximation was given in
[9℄ using a generalization of the embeddings whi h form the subje t of this paper. Bartal in [2℄ gave an algorithm to probabilisti ally approximate arbitrary

graph metri s by tree metri s within a distortion fa tor of O(log2 (n)), and subsequently, improved it in [3℄ to a fa tor of O(log n log log n). This lead to the
design of polylog approximation algorithms for several problems. See [5℄ and [8℄
for examples of su h problems. Charikar et al. in [4℄ showed how to derandomize
approximation algorithms designed using probabilisti approximation by trees.
We de ne the hara teristi (G) of a graph G as the value E V + 1, where
E; V are the number of edges and verti es, respe tively, in G. In this paper,
we examine the distortion obtained when embedding metri spa es supported
on graphs into metri spa es supported on graphs of lower hara teristi , both
deterministi ally and probabilisti ally. Our results are stated as follows:
Rabinovi h and Raz in [10℄ proved the following results on
embedding a graph G into a graph H of lower hara teristi . Let G and H be
unweighted graphs, where jGj denotes the number of verti es of G, (G) denotes
the hara teristi of G, gk denotes the length of the k th shortest y le in G, and
dist(G; H ) denotes the maximum distortion over all edges resulting from the
best embedding of G into H .

Previous Results:

{ If jGj = jH j and (G) > (H ), dist(G; H ) 
{ If (G) > (H ), dist(G; H )  g41 12
{ If (G) 1 > (H ), dist(G; H )  g42 23

g1
3

1

Whether the lower bound even in ase of jGj 6= jH j is g31 1 is left as a open
question in [10℄. Also left as open is whether one an generalize the last of the
statements above.
Our Results:

We prove the following results.

{ If jGj = jH j and (G) (H ) = k, dist(G; H )  gk
{ If (G) (H ) = k, dist(G; H )  gk3 4

1

The rst result both generalizes and strengthens the rst result in [10℄ stated
above. The se ond result generalizes the se ond and third results in [10℄ and
is also stronger for not too small values of gk . Our results are obtained using
topologi al arguments whi h relate y les and linear ombinations of y les in
G to orresponding stru tures in H , and vi e versa.

2 Preliminaries
In this se tion we give some basi de nitions that will be useful throughout the
paper.

De nition 1. For any set N and a fun tion  : N  N
metri

spa e

if

 8x; y 2 N (x; y)  0 with equality holding i x = y
 8x; y 2 N (x; y) = (y; x)
 8x; y; z 2 N (x; y) + (y; z )  (x; z )

! <, we

all (N; ), a

De nition 2. Let (N; ) and (M; ) be metri spa es and
fun tion, su h that:

g:N!M

be a

8x; y 2 N (x; y)  (g(x); g(y))  D(x; y)
The in mum of all su h numbers D is alled the distortion of g and is denoted
by D(g ). In this paper, we will onsider only fun tions g whi h are
,
 g x ;g y
i.e.,  x;y
 1, for all x; y 2 N , x =
6 y.
expansive

( ( )
(

( ))
)

Spa es. With any edge-weighted graph G = (V; E; W ), one
an naturally asso iate a metri spa e by de ning the distan e between any two
verti es as the length of the shortest path between them. We all su h a metri
spa e as a metri supported on G. Conversely, any nite metri spa e an be
viewed as a weighted graph. Just take a omplete graph and weigh ea h edge
with the distan e between the orresponding points.
Let G be a weighted graph and (N; ) be a metri spa e. The distortion of
the best embedding of G into N is denoted by dist(G; N ). Alternately, it is the
in mum of D(g ), over all expansive fun tions g from G to N . Let S be a set of
metri spa es. dist(G; S ) is similarly de ned as in mum of dist(G; N ) over all
metri spa es N 2 S .
We say that a metri spa e (N; ) is dominated by a metri spa e (M;  )
through a fun tion g : N ! M if 8x; y 2 N (x; y )   (g (x); g (y )).

Graphs and Metri

Embeddings. We also onsider probabilisti embeddings in this paper. A graph G is said to be -probabilisti ally approximated by a nite set of
metri spa es S , if both the following onditions hold:

Probabilisti

{ There is a probability assignment to elements (M; ) of

S su h that ea h
element with non-zero asso iated probability dominates G through an assoiated fun tion g(M;) .
{ For every pair of verti es x; y in G, the expe ted distan e


Expe tation(M;) (g(M;) (x); g(M;) (y))
is at most times their distan e in G.
We also denote the in mum of all su h s as pdist(G; S ), where the in

taken over all probability distributions.

mum is

Going from Dis rete to Continuous. Now, we will introdu e a notion whi h
allows us to work with ontinuous ounterparts of dis rete obje ts like graphs
and edges. This notion was introdu ed in [10℄ to prove similar lower bounds.
Consider any edge (from an unweighted graph) and asso iate with it a unit
interval with the line metri (for weighted graphs, one would use intervals of
length equal to the edge weight). Now, instead of unweighted graphs we work
with verti es and unit intervals onne ting them, in the sense that end points
of the interval are identi ed with the respe tive end points of the edges. Su h

a ontinuous stru ture obtained from a graph G will be alled G~ . Note that
there is a metri spa e naturally asso iated with this ontinuous stru ture. The
distan e between any two points (where a point ould be a vertex or internal
to an edge) in G~ is de ned as the length of the shortest path onne ting them.
Su h paths are also alled geodesi paths. Also, note that the distan e between
any two verti es in G~ is the same as the distan e between these verti es in G.
We an also extend any 1-1 mapping, g , from the verti es of a graph G into
the verti es of a graph H , to get a ontinuous, many-one mapping g~ from G~ into
H~ , whose restri tion to the vertex set of G gives us ba k the original mapping
g. g~ is alled the ontinuous extension of g, and an be obtained in several ways.
We obtain g~ from g using a linearly de ned extension, des ribed below.
Consider any point v in G~ ; we show how to de ne g~(v ). If v is a vertex in G,
then g~(v ) = g (v ). So onsider the ase when v is not a vertex of G. Let (u; w)
be the edge in G~ ontaining v . There ould be several geodesi paths in H~ that
~ . Before de ning the extension, we hoose any one of
onne t g (u) to g (w) in H
these geodesi paths. Intuitively, we linearly map points on the edge (u; w) in
G~ to this geodesi path in H~ . More formally, de ne dG~ (u; v) to be the distan e
between u and v in G~ , and let:
=

dG~ (u; v)
dG~ (u; w) :

De ne g~(v ) as the unique point y on the above hosen geodesi path asso iated
with (u; w) su h that

dH~ (g(u); y)
dH~ (g(u); g(w)) = :
Using the above map, [10℄ gave a proof for the fa t that any y le of length
would have a distortion of (n) when approximated by trees.

n

Lemma 1 was originally proved in [10℄ and will be useful in our proofs.

Lemma 1.
then

[10℄ If there exists

dist(G; H )  d

on the

x; y 2 G~
x; y
G

1. Note that

ontinuous extension of

su h that

dG~ (x; y)  d
G

need not be verti es of

and

g~(x) = g~(y)

,

. They are points

.

3 Lower bounds on Distortion
In this se tion, we prove a range of lower bounds on approximating a graph
metri supported on a given unweighted graph G by a metri supported on a
graph (possibly weighted with ea h edge length being at least 1) H of lower
hara teristi . We also prove a lower bound on approximating expander graphs
by a distribution on metri s supported on graphs of lower hara teristi .

3.1 Intuition
Suppose we try to show that approximating a metri supported on a y le C (of
say 4 verti es, ABCDA, in that order) by a metri supported on a tree T (with
four verti es), in urs a distortion of at least jCj 1. The proof would pro eed as
follows.
Consider any 1-1 map g 1 from the verti es of C to the verti es of T , and let
g~ be its ontinuous extension. Consider traversing C in the order ABCDA, and
onsider the image (under g~) of this traje tory. The resulting image traje tory is
a losed walk on T whi h is self- an elling, i.e., ea h edge is traversed twi e, on e
ea h in opposite dire tions. Next onsider the image of this self- an elling losed
walk under the map g ~ 1 . Note that this image is also a self- an elling losed
walk on C . Thus, under the map g~ Æ g ~ 1 , the ir le C maps to a self- an elling
losed walk on C .
Note that verti es in C map to themselves under g~ Æ g ~ 1 . This along with the
fa t that the ir le C maps to a self- an elling losed walk on C under g~ Æ g ~ 1
implies that there exists at least one y le edge whi h has a distortion of jCj 1
under g~Æ g ~ 1 . Sin e g is expansive, the distortion under g~ is at least the distortion
under g~ Æ g ~ 1 . It follows that some edge of C has distortion at least jCj 1 under
g~ and therefore under g.

3.2 Generalization
We now make the above arguments more general. Throughout the se tion, we use
(G) to denote the hara teristi of a graph G, whi h is de ned as jEG j jVGj +1.
(G) is the number of independent y les in a graph in the sense that all y les
in G an be expressed in terms of linear ombinations of a y le basis having
(G) y les in it.
1. Assume that a map g is given from VG to VH . We will use the ontinuous
extension G~ of G and g~ of g as de ned in Se tion 2. Let h = g 1 and onsider
~
g~
h
the maps, G~ ! H~ ! G~ .
2. Clearly, ea h y le in the y le basis of G~ maps to a y le in H~ under the
map g~ (a tually it will map to a losed walk in H~ but an elling out edges
traversed in opposite dire tions will leave a y le; this y le ould also be
trivial, if all edges end up an elling out). The total number of independent
non-trivial y les that ould be obtained is learly at most (H ).
3. Next, onsider ea h of the non-trivial y les obtained above and map them
ba k to G~ using the map h~ . Again, we obtain a new olle tion of y les in
G~ (by an elling out edges traversed in opposite dire tions). Let dim denote
the number of independent non-trivial y les obtained in G~ . Clearly, dim
is at most minf(G); (H )g = (H ) (be ause we started out with exa tly
(G) y les in G~ and got at most (H ) y les in the previous step).
1 Any expansive map has to be 1-1, as two verti es in C annot get mapped to the
same vertex in

T

4. Consider ea h y le C in the y le basis of G~ and onsider the y le obtained
by applying the map f~ = g~ Æ h~ to C and an elling out portions traversed
in opposite dire tions. We laim that this y le is exa tly the same as that
obtained by Steps 2 and 3 above for the following reason: any part of the
y le that an els out under the map g~ will an el out under the map f~ as
well. It follows that the number of independent non-trivial y les obtained
by applying f~ to the y les in the above basis is dim as well.
5. We then show that if the distortion under the map g~ Æ h~ is small, then
dim > (H ), whi h is a ontradi tion. It follows that the distortion under
the map g~ Æ h~ must be large.
6. Finally, the proof is ompleted by the fa t that the distortion under g~ is at
least the distortion under g~ Æ h~ , sin e g is expansive.
All the steps above ex ept Step 5 are ready. We on entrate on Step 5 for proving
the lower bounds in the rest of the paper. All the lower bound proofs will on lude
with a ontradi tion showing that dim > (H ), as required by Step 5.

Spe ial Cy le Basis. Some of the proofs require a spe ial kind of y le basis
for G onstru ted as follows.
{ Pro ess y les in G in in reasing order of length.
{ In lude a y le in the basis if and only if it an not be expressed as a linear
ombination of y les o urring before it.

By the de nition of (G), the size of the basis is (G). A key property of the
above basis is that, if the ith smallest y le is in the basis, then all y les smaller
than it are expressible as linear ombinations of basis y les smaller than the
ith y le. This property is important in the proofs.

3.3 Lower Bounds
In this se tion, we will prove lower bounds on approximating a graph metri by
a metri supported on a graph of lower hara teristi . We use jP j to denote the
length of the path P . Also, we do additions of paths algebrai ally with the same
edge an elling out if traversed in opposite dire tions. Note that any vertex of
G maps to itself under the map f~ = g~ Æ h~ where g~ is expansive and h = g 1.

Theorem 1.

g1

If

jGj = jH j

is length of the shortest

and

(H ) < (G)
G

y le in

, then

dist(G; H )  g1

1,

where

.

Let g denote any expansive map from the verti es of G to that of H and
suppose the distortion under g is less than g1 1. We show a ontradi tion as
follows.
Consider any y le basis B of G. Consider any y le Ci 2 B . For ea h edge
eji in Ci ,

Proof:

jeji f~(eji )j  jeji j + jf~(eji )j  jeji j + jg~(eji )j < 1 + (g

1

1):1 = g1

The se ond inequality follows from the fa t that g is expansive, and therefore
distan es between verti es of H an only de rease under the map g ~ 1 . Next, note
that a onsequen e of the above is that eji and f~(eji ) together annot form a
y le in G as the length of any y le must be at least g1 . Sin e eji f~(eji ) is a
losed walk, eji f~(eji ) = 0 or simply, f~(eji ) = eji .
It follows that ea h y le Ci in the basis being onsidered maps to itself under
the map f~, and therefore dim = (G) > (H ), as required.
2

Theorem 2.
where

gk

If

jGj = jH j

and

is the length of the

k

(G) (H ) = k
G

, then

th smallest

y le in

dist(G; H )  gk

1,

.

Let g denote any expansive map from the verti es of G to that of H and
suppose the distortion under g is less than gk 1. We show a ontradi tion as
follows. Let S be the spe ial y le basis whi h we onstru ted in the previous
subse tion. Consider any y le Ci 2 S su h that i  k . Let,

Proof:

8i; j

eji f~(eji ) = Fij

By arguing as in Theorem 1 we get,

jFij j < gk
So Fij mustP
be either one of the smallest k 1 y les or must ompletely an el
out. Then, j f~(eji ) annot be written as a linear ombination of y les smaller
P
P
than Ci , otherwise, sin e Ci = j f~(eji ) + j Fij and sin e Ci =
6 0, Ci be omes
a linear ombination of smaller y les, a ontradi tion. Further, sin e f~(Ci ) =
P
~ j
j f (ei ) an be written as a linear ombination of Ci and y les smaller than
Ci , the y les f~(Ci ) are all independent for i  k. This implies that dim 
(G) k + 1 > (H ), as required.
2
gk
Theorem 3. (G) (H ) = k
dist(G; H ) 
8i; j

If

, then

3

4
3

The main bottlene k for proving this theorem seems to be proving that ea h
edge together with it's image under f~ forms a y le of small length. The reason why the argument in Theorem 2 does not work dire tly is be ause of the
presen e of extra verti es in H . The distan e between the extra verti es need
not ontra t when mapped ba k to G. This is the reason we get a weaker lower
bound ompared to the ase when the number of verti es in G and H is the
same.
Let g denote any expansive map from the verti es of G to
that of H and suppose the distortion under g is less than g3k 34 .
To prove this theorem, we will add additional verti es to G and H . We will
ontinue to all the resulting graphs G and H for onvenien e. Sin e the additional verti es will be internal to edges, ea h addition will in rease the number
of verti es and number of edges by 1, and therefore, there will be no hange in
the hara teristi of the graphs in question.
Proof of Theorem 3:

g~(b)

b
pr+1

pr
a

d

 (gk

 (gk

4)=3

sr

e

g~(sr )

g~(

)

g~(e)

g~(sr+1 )

4)=3

g~(a)

g~(d)

sr+1

Fig. 1.

G on the left and H on the right

First, we will add verti es to H su h that distan e between any two adja ent
verti es is at most 1. This an be done by putting verti es at intervals of 1 on
ea h edge. Se ond, for ea h vertex v in H to whi h no vertex in G maps under g ,
a point on some edge of G~ that maps to v under the map g~ is made a vertex in
G, provided su h a point exists. Note that there ould be several su h points in
G~ , in whi h ase any one is hosen. Finally, the map g from the original verti es
of G to the original verti es of H is now extended to in lude the new verti es of
G. Note that the extended map is still 1-1 (i.e., two verti es in G do not map to
the same vertex in H ). Therefore, h = g 1 is well-de ned. As before, we onsider
g~, h~ , and f~ = g~ Æ h~ .
We will assume that any two points in G~ mapped to the same point in H~ by
g~ are at a distan e at most g3k 34 in G~ , otherwise the proof follows by applying
Lemma 1 in Se tion 2. We will derive a ontradi tion as follows.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, with some key di eren es.
Re all that S denotes the spe ial basis onstru ted earlier and onsider any y le
Ci 2 S su h that i  k. Let eji be an edge of this y le. Mark points s1 ; : : : ; sl
on eji that are inverse images of verti es in H~ whi h lie on the geodesi g~(eji )
in H~ . We all the part of the edge between sr and sr+1 , for r = 1; : : : ; l 1,
an edgelet. Instead of working with edges, we will work with edgelets. For the
rest of the proof, rede ne eji to be the edgelet (sr ; sr+1 ). Let pr = f~(sr ) and
pr+1 = f~(sr+1 ) be verti es in G~ . See Figure 1.
Next, we would like to show (as in Theorem 2) that the quantity jeji f~(eji )j
is stri tly less than gk for ea h edgelet. However, this alone is not suÆ ient as
pjr needj not equal sr and similarly pr+1 need not equal sr+1 and onsequently,
ei f~(ei ) need not form a losed walk (in ontrast, re all that in earlier theorems,
for ea h vertex v in G, f~(v ) = v ). To get around this, we will onsider instead,
for ea h edgelet (sr ; sr+1 ), the walk obtained by starting from sr , taking the
geodesi (in G~ ) to pr , and then to pr+1 , and then to sr+1 ; this walk repla es
f~(eji ) and will be alled f~0 (eji ). We will now show that jeji f~0 (eji )j < gk . On e
this is shown, using the additional fa t that the sum of f~0 (eji ) over all edgelets

in Ci is identi al to the sum of f~(eji ) over all edgelets in Ci , the rest of the proof
is identi al to Theorem 2.
To show that jeji f~0 (eji )j < gk , it suÆ es to show that jf~0 (eji )j < gk 1.
Clearly, jf~0 (eji )j  dG~ (sr ; pr ) + dG~ (pr ; pr+1 ) + dG~ (pr+1 ; sr+1 ). Note that g~(sr ) =
g~(pr ), and likewise for sr+1 ; pr+1 . Then, by our assumption above, we know that
dG~ (sr ; pr )  g3k 43 and dG~ (sr+1 ; pr+1)  g3k 43 . It follows that

jf~0 (eji )j  dG (pr ; pr
~

+1

)+

2gk
3

8
3

Next, we bound the rst term on the right hand side.
Let pr 2 edge (a; b) and pr+1 2 edge ( ; d), where (a; b); ( ; d) are the original
edges in G, i.e., these edges were present even before additional verti es were
added at the beginning of this proof. Note that

dH~ (~g(a); g~(b)) = dH~ (~g(a); g~(sr )) + dH~ (~g(sr ); g~(b)) < g3k
dH~ (~g( ); g~(d)) = dH~ (~g( ); g~(sr+1 )) + dH~ (~g(sr+1 ); g~(d)) < g3k

4
3
4
3

be ause of our assumption of small distortion for the original edges in G. Therefore,

dH~ (~g(a); g~( )) + dH~ (~g(b); g~(d))
 dH~ (~g(a); g~(sr )) + dH~ (~g(sr ); g~(b)) + dH~ (~g( ); g~(sr+1 )) + dH~ (~g(sr+1 ); g~(d)) +
2dH~ (~g (sr ); g~(sr+1 ))
< 2g3k 38 + 2 = 2g3k 32
The se ond inequality above is due to the fa t that the distan e between on~ is at most 1, by onstru tion. Next, assuming wlog that
se utive verti es in H
dH~ (~g(a); g~( ))  dH~ (~g(b); g~(d)) and using the fa t that
g~ is expansive on the original edges of G, we get: dG~ (a; )  dH~ (~g (a); g~( )) < g3k 13 . Sin e dG~ (pr ; pr+1 ) 
dG~ (a; ) + 2 < g3k 31 + 2, we get that
1
2g
+2+ k
3
3

jf~0 (eji )j < g3k
and therefore jeji

8
= gk
3

1

f~0 (eji )j is stri tly less than gk , as required.

2

Next, we use Yao's Lemma (stated below) to prove probabilisti lower bounds
on embedding expander graphs in graphs of onstant hara teristi .

Theorem 4.
from

S

Let us denote by

and by

fqg

min max

fpg

fpg

, a probability distribution over metri

, a probability distribution over

X

2EG H 2S

(u;v )

u; v)  max min
pH ddH ((u;
v) fqg H 2S
G

(u; v ) 2 EG .
X

2EG

(u;v )

spa es

Then

u; v)
quv ddH ((u;
v)
G

(1)

Theorem 5.

Let

G

of

G

n

verti es,

hara teristi

at most

be a graph of

a family of graphs with

into ea h of the graphs in

must be an edge in
k(n)(g1 7)
at least
3E

G

S

m
(G) k(n)

edges and girth

g1

, and let

S

be

. Consider embeddings

. For any probability distribution over

S

, there

whose expe ted distortion under the above embeddings is

+ 1.
Proof: We use Theorem 4 with uniform distribution over the edges of G. Fix any
H 2 S and onsider the map g embedding G in Hg . We
show that there must
be at least k (n) edges having a distortion at least 13 4 under g . This being the
ase, the average distortion over all edges is, as required, at least:
k(n)(g1 7)
g1 4
1
jEG j [k(n) 3 + (EG k(n))1℄  3EG + 1
G

For a ontradi tion, suppose there are l < k (n) edges having distortion at
least g13 4 . Remove these edges and onsider the remaining graph G0 . The hara teristi of this graph is (G) l > (G) k (n)  (H ) and its girth is at
least g1 . Every edge in G0 , and onsequently, every pair of verti es in G0 has
distortion less than g13 4 in the embedding of G0 in H . But by Theorem 3, sin e
g (G40 ) > (H ), there must be a pair of verti es in G0 with distortion at least
1
, a ontradi tion. 2
3
Corollary 31 An Expander graph with degree and girth g1( ) log n annot be
k(n)(g1 ( ) log n 7)
probabilisti ally approximated stri tly within a fa tor of
+ 1 by
1:5 n
metri s over graphs having hara teristi lower by at least k (n). In parti ular,
it annot be probabilisti ally approximated within an
(log n) fa tor, by graphs
of

onstant

hara teristi .
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